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National Convention of the

United Architects of the Philippines (UAP);
ARCASIA Office Bearers Meeting and
UIA Region IV Meeting

United Architects of the Philippines celebrated its 41st Annual National
Convention which was held in Manila on April 16-18, 2015. The three day event
was attended by about 2300 delegates, including ARCASIA & UIA officials,
invited guests from ARCASIA Member Institutes, the officers and members of
UAP, members from government and the academe, local and foreign speakers
and guests who shared their knowledge and expertise. 2nd Office Bearers
Meeting of ARCASIA was held on April 16, 2015 which was attended among
other ARCASIA Office bearers, by Ar. Qazi M Arif, Chairman, ARCASIA
Committee for Green & Sustainable Architecture (ACGSA) & General Secretary,
IAB along with Ar. Masud R Khan, Vice President (International Relations), IAB.
A meeting of UIA Region IV was also held on 17th April, 2015 which was
attended by Ar. Qazi M Arif, Head, Architecture & Renewable Energy Sources
(ARES) Work Program of UIA Region IV.
Several activities were lined up for the three-day convention, in addition to
these meetings. These were the UAP Convention Exhibits (Conex 2015),
Arkilympics, the General Assembly and Business Meeting, Investiture of New
Fellows, Architectural tours and the Fellowship Night. The events included CPE
seminars structured around the central theme and subthemes which were
aimed to equip the architects with the tools and basic knowledge required for
them to be competitive in their profession. It also aimed to provide architects
updated information on disaster-resilient housing, on various housing
technologies, and on new products in the industry of design and construction.
Delegates for the ARCASIA Office Bearers meeting and UAI Region IV meeting
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Participation in

The Institute of Architects Pakistan, (IAP) organized ARCASIA Teachers
Training Workshop on "Urbanism and Architecture” from 7th April - 18th April
2015 at COMSATS University Campus, Islamabad, Pakistan. Italian Professor
Fabio Todeschini was invited to conduct the workshop.
The event was attended by young teachers of architecture from all over
Pakistan and SAARC Countries. Ar. Masud Ur Rashid, Assistant Professor of
the Ahsanullah University of Science and Technology and Secretary,
Publication & Publicity of the Institute of Architects Bangladesh (IAB)
participated the workshop on behalf of IAB.
The workshop covered three domains- Urban, Rural and Suburbs. It was
divided in phases and a systemic approach was taken towards engaging the
participants. A series of classes was conducted on city planning and its
various aspects. After a series of group works the participants were involved
to give some quick proposal to redesign a portion of Islamabad city which was
designed by eminent architect Constantine Doxiadis in 1960. The participants
individually presented their ideas about the redesign in front of professionals
from different government authorities and civil society through extensive
studio works.
The two weeks long workshop was ended up by distribution of certificates and
crests among the participants.

Participants of the workshop with the host and instructor

IAB Donates for Nepal Earthquake Victims
Institute of Architects Bangladesh has been deeply concerned for the loss of
lives in Nepal due to the massive earthquake on the 25th of April 2015. IAB is
also saddened to learn about the damage & destruction of precious buildings
and heritage sites.
Immediately after the earthquake, EC of IAB allocated a fund to be disbursed
and arranged to be sent to the officials of the Society of Nepalese Architects
(SONA) through the good offices of her excellency Architect Mashfee Binte
Shams, hon’ble Ambassador of Bangladesh to Nepal.
A fund raising campaign titled ‘Help Nepal’ was also launched on behalf of IAB
and an amount of BDT 627,400.00 has been collected from the generous
donation by members, friends and associates and students of architecture
The remainder of the donation shall be handed over to SONA during the 36th
ARCASIA Council meeting in Ayutthaya, Thailand in November if not earlier.
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Designing City Resilience' Summit at RIBA, London
The 50th Anniversary of the Commonwealth Association of Architects (CAA)
was celebrated at the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) in London
from 15th to 18th June, 2015. The occasion was marked by an eventful
International Summit on “Designing City Resilience” on the 16th and the 17th.
The event also included a Council meeting and a Council dinner on the 15th
and a General Assembly on the 18th.
The summit incorporated 36 international speakers who shared ideas on city
resilience through 16 sessions. Among the speakers were experts involved in
the design and construction, development and infrastructure, city leadership
and governance, insurance and finance, and technology and communications
of a city. There was also a Designing City Resilience panel that discussed,
through 6 panel sessions, the key themes of City Resilience. The themes were:
• Defining urban resilience
• Designing places for people
• The role of technology in improving resilience
• City Resilience: Vision, strategy, barriers and lessons so far
• Creating long-term value through innovative city investment strategies
• Climate Change and shocks to the system
The event also included three case study presentations on Barcelona, Bristol
and New York and how these cities are addressing their own challenges to
improve their well-being. The presentations emphasized on the policies that
these cities are establishing in order to achieve their goals on improving their
infrastructure as well as the social and economic consistency.
The summit was highlighted by an exciting City Resilient Challenge as a
participatory way of bringing architects from around the world to propose
strategies addressing the challenges faced by 11 international cities: Austin,
Barcelona, Bristol, Chennai, Glasgow, Manchester, Melbourne, New York, Rio
de Janeiro, Rotterdam and Vejle. Based on the challenges these cities faced,
four composite cities--Emerging City, Mega City, City Region, and Innovative
City—were formed with a Mayor assigned to each. They collaborated with
attendees from around the world to establish strategies addressing the issues
which were then presented by the Mayors at the end of the summit.
On behalf of the CAA, the RIBA organized a competition which aimed to
'highlight the diversity of challenges, opportunities and responses faced by
cities throughout the world, from large nation states to small island
communities'. The entries were displayed at the RIBA headquarters during the
event and the winners were announced at the RIBA President’s Reception on
16th June. A Gala dinner, hosted by the Worshipful Company of Chartered
Architects in collaboration with the RIBA, was held on the 17th and a CAA
General Assembly marked the end of the event on 18th June.
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CAA Commemorative Book
The Commonwealth Association of Architects (CAA) introduced a
commemorative publication--‘ARCHITECTURE IN THE COMMONWEALTH’—
as part of its Golden Jubilee celebration at the Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA), London in June 2015. The book was launched at the CAA
General Assembly and Conference during the event.
The book contains articles on the CAA and its achievements along with
congratulatory messages from eminent figures. The ‘CAA chronicles’ section
highlights the starting of CAA, its publications so far, the list of CAA Presidents,
and all the General Assemblies that have been held since its beginning,
including the one held in Dhaka, Bangladesh in 2013. The book also lists the
member country profiles as well as the profiles of the CAA Council just before
the latest election, which include Ar. Mubasshar Hussain as the immediate
past president and Ar. Jalal Ahmed as the Vice President Asia Alternate.
As part of the commemoration, the publication also highlights some
significant architectural works from the member countries. From Bangladesh,
Ar. Muzharul Islam’s works, including the Art College in Dhaka, Chittagong
University, Jahangirnagar University, National Library, and Joypurhat Housing,
have been featured as outstanding architectural examples of all time.
Moreover, pictures of the National Institute of Public Administration (NIPA), by
Ar. Mazharul Islam and the Friendship Centre by Ar. Kashef Mahboob
Chowdhury have been included in the book.
This commemorative publication of the CAA is a useful source of information
about the architectural profession in the Commonwealth. It provides reference
material on professional bodies and other related organisations involved in the
construction industry, architectural education, and cross border recognition of
qualifications.

Ar. Jalal Ahmed
Elected as the Vice President Asia of CAA
The Commonwealth Association of Architects (CAA) has elected Ar. Jalal
Ahmed from Bangladesh as the Vice President Asia for a 3-year term, starting
from 2016. He was an IAB-nominated candidate and has been elected
unopposed. Ar. Jalal Ahmed is also the Vice President (National Affairs) of IAB
and the immediate past Vice President Asia Alternate of CAA. He has also
served as the Honorary Secretary of Architects Regional Council Asia
(ARCASIA) during 2009-10 & as the General Secretary of IAB during 2011-14.
The immediate past Vice President Asia was Kalim A. Siddiqui from Pakistan.
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